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Across
1. 39 Across sang "Soft Kitty"
when Sheldon got one
5. Raj: "Please don't send me
back to India, __so crowded!"
8. Leonard: "Yeah, just going to
a restaurant. Get some __, some
Scotch."
14. Ending for stink or buck
15. Raj: "...the sound of my
mom's voice makes him want to
tear his ears off and __ them
over his eyes..."
16. __ and Lawyers (game
invited by Sheldon)
17. "The __ Annihilation"
(S1:E14)
19. Groups of lasers in
Leonard's lab
20. Sheldon: "I shower twice a
day and wash my hands as often
as I can."
Lalita: "Really?
__!"
21. Mee krob and chicken satay
with extra peanut sauce from
Siam Palace, say
23. Stuart's major at Rhode
Island School of Design
25. Theoretical physicist
Stephen who played Words
with Friends with Sheldon
29. Wafer used in Cheesecake
Factory crusts
32. Home to 39 Across, for
short
33. Frequent 4chan poster
34. Baby's first pic?
35. Frequent purchase for 39
Across
37. Sheldeon has one from Stan
Lee, Leonard Nimoy and Bill
Nye, briefly
38. Like Howard and
Bernadette's closet, after
Sheldon rearrangges it
39. Only "The Big Bang
Theory" character without a last
name
41. Division of a school year at
CalTech
42. "Star Trek: Deep Space
Nine" changeling
43. Orange beverage preferred
by Sheldon
44. Lake near Buffalo

45. Cars named for the co.
founder's monogram
47. North, South, and Central
Amer.
48. Cartwright (who played
Cole) and Sweeting (who
married Kaley Cuoco)
50. Chocolate beverage for Raj
52. Gablehouser: "And now,
without any further __, let me
introduce the man of the hour,
Mr Dennis Kim."
53. In the thick of
55. Casual attire first worn by
Sheldon in "The Cohabitation
Formulation"
60. Stuart's friend Bob, for one
63. "The Big Bang Theory"
setting
65. Sheldon: "If you're
suggesting that that is the actual
Ring of Power forged by __ in
Mount Doom..."
66. Amy: "...you should know
that all forms of physical
contact up to and including
coitus __ off the table."
67. Raj, Howard, Leonard,
Sheldon, et al.
68. Feelings of dread
69. Howard Wolowitz's
alma mater
70. Sheldon to Amy: " I
don’t see anyone __
banging on this door to
put up with your
nonsense."
Down
1. Film containers
stolen by Sheldon in
"The 21-Second
Excitation"
2. Mrs. Wolowitz's
favorite cookie
3. "The __ of the Rings"
4. No Einstein
5. Sheldon: "All I need
__ healthy ovum and I
can grow my own
Leonard Nimoy!!!"
6. Group belief
7. Ice sculpture ruined
by Amy in "The Pulled
Groin Extrapolation"

8. Sacred beetle of ancient
Egypt
9. Sheldon: "Well, there’s
always the possibility that a
trash can spontaneously formed
around the letter, but Occam’s
Razor would suggest that
someone __ it out."
10. "Bazinga!" to Archimedes
11. Sheldon: "Nobody can be
that attractive and this good __
videogame."
12. Sheldon: "You appear to
have put your car __ in the door
lock, are you aware of that?"
13. Conscription org.
18. Item in Amy's lab
22. Missy: "Even as a little boy,
he'd send his imaginary friends
home at __ of the day."
24. Sound like Mrs. Wolowitz
or Bernadette when she's angry
26. Unpaid worker at CalTech
27. Leonard: "We get it! 73 is
the Chuck __ of numbers."
28. Dungeons & Dragons
creature
29. Sheldon: "I have __ what
she's talking about, but we're
ganging up on you so I agree."

30. Kind of activities preferred
by Leonard and Sheldon
31. Myrna of "The Thin Man"
32. Sitting in Sheldon's spot,
and others
34. 39 Across to Leonard: "Get
ready for there is a crap __ of
romance coming your way."
36. Mrs Cooper: "Leonard
called, and __ that you were
pining for a young lady."
40. Part of Harvard
41. Beverage often offered by
Sheldon when someone is upset
46. Where Sheldon plays "The
Stars Nearest to Me"
47. Rings Sheldon tosses after
39 Across touches one
49. Lamp in Leonard and
Sheldon's apartment
51. Sheldon: "__ insane! My
mother had me tested."
52. Vintage Game Night game
54. Pictures of cats playing the
piano, to Sheldon
56. "Mirror's __" (video game
poster in Howard's bedroom)
57. Adams who teamed Green
Lantern with Green Arrow
58. Getaway spots preferred by

Amy in "The Locomotion
Manipulation"
59. Dungeons & Dragons role
60. Raj: "Three months at the
North Pole with Sheldon and

I'm reborn __ well-hung
64. Jim Parsons's workplace
billionaire with wings!"
61. Party hosted by Leonard
and Sheldon
62. Item reported by Leonard in
"The Beta Test Initiation"

